Abstract. This paper proposes a human eye recognition algorithm based on Haar-like feature and adaboost classifier. Aim to solve the problem that traditional human eye detection technology have in low recognition rate and long training time. The first thing to do was to position the face. After the face was positioned successfully, we used the upper half part of the face image to further locate the human eye. Then extracted the haar features and trained human eye classifier by using adaboost algorithm. This experiment shows that method used in the paper has higher recognition rate than the traditional adaboost algorithm. And it can effectively reduces the interference effect of light in the recognition process.
Introduction
Statistics show that there are thousands of traffic accidents caused by fatigue driving each year. How to prevent fatigue driving by using corresponding technical means is of crucial importance. With the development of machine vision and the traditional contact fatigue detection technology have many disturbances on the driver's normal driving, the current detection technology tends to be non-contact fatigue early warning system, in which judgment of the human eye state is fatigue detection important part. Opencv platform is developed by Intel Corporation, digital image processing and computer vision software, small-scale, high efficiency, widely used in researchers for secondary development. The contents of this paper are based on the Opencv platform, through the use of adaboost algorithm to achieve rapid eye positioning, and then to facilitate subsequent fatigue state determination.
Face Detection Adaboost Algorithm
Adaboost algorithm is proposed by Freund and Schapire according to the online distribution algorithm, which is based on an improved iterative algorithm of Boosting, overcoming the requirement of prior knowledge of weak learning by Boosting algorithm [1] , the adaboost algorithm can be detected in real time and accuracy higher, less disturbed by the external environment. The basic idea of adaboost algorithm is to give each classifier different weights by comparing the error rates of a large number of weak classifiers whose classification ability is not strong, and then to construct a strong classifier by a certain method. Based on this method, the target location can be identified with high accuracy and quickness. In this paper, face detection based on Haar-like features of face detection method [2] .
Image Processing
Grayscale processing and grayscale stretching: The color of each pixel in a color image is determined by the three components of R, G and B. Each pixel has 255 values and the pixel color conversion range is large. When R = G = B, a special color image-grayscale image is formed. The variation range of one pixel is 255 kinds. Because the color image has no obvious visual effect for face recognition [3] , the image can be converted into a gray image to reduce the amount of computation. Grayscale stretching Stretch the grayscale image so that it can cover a large range of values, increase the contrast of the image, brighten the area of light, weaken the area of weak light, making the edge of the image more obvious. Through the grayscale stretching we can reduce the impact of light on the recognition process. Next the integral graph is used to process the image for the subsequent adaboost algorithm.
Classifier Training
The current research on face detection can be roughly divided into three categories. The first type is based on face features such as skin color features, face edge features, but the above method is susceptible to external noise. The second type is the template matching method. The third type is based on statistical detection methods such as neural network and support vector machines, which need to collect a large amount of sample data and take a long time, although the recognition rate is not high. In this paper, we choose the adaboost program training classifier that comes with the Opencv platform to cascade the weak classifiers formed by the face samples extracted from the haar features into a strong classifier, which makes the program run conveniently and efficiently.
To use Opencv to train Haar feature classifier, corresponding positive sample image and counterexample sample picture are needed [4] . The positive sample is mainly collected by drivers who are photographed in different angles, different faces and different body inclining degrees. The number of positive pictures which need to unify the size taken from multiple angle faces is about 200. Then we use about twice the number of non-face photos as a negative sample, where the negative sample contains as much as possible the background of the positive sample part in order to quickly separate the non-target part of the positive sample. The next step is to load the positive and negative samples and having the iterative judgment continuously until the required strong classifier is constructed.
Human Eye Location

Haar Feature
Haar features, that is, the gray-scale rectangular features. The calculation method is to grayscale the image first and then divide them into two parts black and white. In the calculation process, the integral graph method is used. The integral graph can be traversed only once to obtain the characteristic value, which greatly improves the calculation speed. The difference between the white rectangle and the black rectangle is the Haar eigenvalue. The feature classification using the Haar feature for human judgment has high accuracy. Meanwhile it has the advantages of low sample requirement and fast training speed. Common haar feature maps [5] are as follows 
Haar-like Features Improved
Human eye detection currently has integral projection, gray template, hough transform and template matching. Eye target is smaller than the face, if we detect the human eyes directly, the impact of external interference will be relatively large. In this paper, the human eye orientation is based on face detection. At the same time ,in order to facilitate rapid positioning, we take face recognition images from the top half, so that the target are narrowed after the treatment, eliminating the mouth and other interference in the identification process. The haar-like feature is a simple rectangular feature introduced by Viola et al. in face detection systems. Lienhart et al. [6] proposed an extended Haar-like feature based on Viola's algorithm, which can effectively improve the system's recognition without affecting the recognition speed greatly. Based on the distribution of facial features and the grayscale features of different organs, five new types of rectangular features are used [7, 8] to extract the features of human eyes and to construct human classifier classifier, finally through the Adaboost cascade into a strong classifier to detect the human eye. During the detection, there will produce a detection window as the same size as the detection object sliding on the input image, if detected the target feature to meet the set of extended rectangular features during the detection of, can be identified as the target position. 
Conclusion
This paper focuses on fast eye positioning in a fatigue driving environment. Considering the cab environment [9] , the system should meet the requirements of not disturbing the driver's operation, correcting light and other environmental factors. Therefore, this paper first uses Adaboost algorithm to classify the face to detect the face, and the corresponding gray-scale processing of the image effectively eliminates the interference of environmental factors such as light and greatly improves the stability and usability of the system. By locating the human face first and then locating the human eye, the calculation time for positioning the human eye is further reduced, thereby enhancing the real-time performance of the system. Experiments show that the new Haar feature proposed in this experiment has higher accuracy than the traditional Haar feature, and the algorithm is simple and has high practicability. However, there are still some shortcomings in this experiment, such as the human eye cannot be accurately detected when the driver's body deflect. At the same time for the study of fatigue driving test, we also the need for further precise positioning of the pupil. So there are still many improvement needed. What we need to do think next is how to further pinpoint the pupil and confirm the fatigue status.
